Design Standards Letter

Letter Number: P-2023-03

Letter Date: 4/20/2023

Effective Date: 7/1/2023

Section/Plan No.: 502.10, 609.40, 609.60, 703.17, 703.47, 703.87, 902.00, 903.03

Subject: New Publication of the 2023 Missouri Standard Plans

TO: All Central and District Offices

FROM: Sarah Kleinschmit

DATE: April 20, 2023

SUBJECT: Engineering Policy
Standard Plans Letter No. 3, 2023

New publication of the 2023 Missouri Standard Plans for Highway Construction, effective July 1, 2023, are now available on MoDOT’s website.

Questions regarding revisions to the Missouri Standard Plans should be directed to Duke Leggett, Central Office – Engineering Policy Services, at 417-895-7611 or myself at 573-751-7412.

MAJOR REVISIONS:

609.40T (sheet 1 of 3) Added “and erosion control geotextile” in callouts of Type 2 rock blanket (2’-0” thick). Spelling corrections.

(sheet 3 of 3) Deleted archaic first general note Deleted clause of last general note about payment that read “including the permanent erosion control geotextile.” Added “and erosion control geotextile” to Type 1 rock ditch liner for drain flumes and to callouts of Type 2 rock blanket (2’-0” thick). Spelling corrections.

609.60D (sheet 1 of 1) Deleted “fabric (if required) see special provisions” in callouts of erosion control geotextile.
**703.17A (all 14 sheets)** Inserted a row to tables for design fill between 2’ and 4’ and revised general notes accordingly.

**703.47A (all 27 sheets)** Same revisions as 703.17A.

**703.87A (all 27 sheets)** Same revisions as 703.17A.

**902.00Q (sheet 1 of 2)** Added a 4’ post for pedestrian push button, and clarified that the heights of pedestal post mountings are minimums from the surface.

**MINOR REVISIONS:**

**502.10L (sheet 1 of 2)** Corrected typographical error of dowel bar diameter size to 1¼” for pavement 7” to 10” thick.

**903.03BR (sheets 11 through 14 of 16)** Revised the notes containing obsolete retroreflective sheeting types to now reference Sec 1042.2.7.5.
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